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Neurons in the main center of convergence in the auditory midbrain, the central nucleus of the inferior
colliculus (ICC) have been shown to display either linear significant receptive fields, or both, linear and
nonlinear significant receptive fields. In this study, we used reverse correlation to probe linear and nonlinear
response properties of single neurons in the cat ICC. The receptive fields display areas of stimulus parameters
leading to enhanced or inhibited spiking activity, and thus allow investigating the interplay to process complex
sounds. Spiking responses were obtained from neural recordings of anesthetized cats in response to dynamic
moving ripple (DMR) stimuli. The DMR sound contains amplitude and frequency modulations and allows
systematically mapping neural preferences. Correlations of the stimulus envelope that preferably excite
neurons can be mapped with the spike-triggered covariance. The spike-triggered average and -covariance
were computed for the envelope of the DMR, separately for each frequency carrier (spanning a range of 0-5.5
octaves). This enables studying processing of the sound envelope, and to investigate whether nonlinearities
are more pronounced at the neurons’ preferred frequencies rather than at other frequencies. We find that
more than half of the neurons (n=120) display significant nonlinear response properties at least at one
frequency carrier. Nonlinearities are dominant at the neuron’s best frequency. The nonlinear preferences can
have either the same or opposite temporal receptive field pattern (e.g. on-off) as the linear preferences. No
relationship to other neural properties such as feature-selectivity, phase-locking, or the like has been found.
Thus, these nonlinearities do not seem to be linked to a specific type of neuron but to be inherent to ICC
neurons indicating a diverse range of filtering characteristics.
Introduction
Vocalizations can display amplitude and frequency modulations, harmonics and envelope correlations, as
well as temporal and spectral correlations. We investigated the encoding of vocalizations by clusters of
auditory midbrain neurons and demonstrated that within each neuronal cluster, there is responsiveness to
almost all vocalizations (Lyzwa et al., 2016; Lyzwa and Wo¨rgo¨tter, 2016). How does this responsiveness to
vocalizations manifest at the single neuron level? Do preferences exist to specific acoustic features of the
vocalizations?
Neurons in the auditory midbrain can employ various processing mechanisms –linear and nonlinear ones– in
order to encode these behaviorally relevant sounds. A neuron whose response to complex sound can be
described as a linear superposition of the responses to its (independent) constituents has linear response
properties, and a linear response is proportional to the input (e.g. increased spiking rate for enhanced
stimulus intensity). A neuron which does not display these characteristics has nonlinear response properties.
In the inferior colliculus (IC), an important part of the neurons display nonlinear response properties (Escabı´
and Schreiner, 2002).
For the visual system it has been suggested that simple receptive fields which display linear summation
properties form a unit with a surrounding complex receptive field that displays nonlinear summation
properties (Hubel and Wiesel, 1963; Allman et al., 1985a,b), and that this might increase selectivity of
neurons (Vinje and Gallant, 2002).
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In this work, linear and nonlinear auditory receptive fields are investigated. Do the nonlinear responses
lie within the linear spectrotemporal receptive field? Or do such nonlinearities lie outside, thus forming a
non-classical receptive field without nonlinear summation analogous to cells in the visual V1 cortex (Vinje
and Gallant, 2002). Since natural sounds are composed of several temporal and spectral correlations, they do
not allow directly linking the neural response to a particular stimulus property, but only to a composition
of a spectral and temporal component. A systematic approach to identify neuronal preferences, on the
other hand, is offered by the use of the dynamic moving ripple sound (DMR) which contains dynamically
varying combinations of frequency and amplitude modulations. This artificial sound can be parametrically
manipulated, allowing for the characterization of neuronal preferences over a broad spectrotemporal range
(Escabı´ and Schreiner, 2002).
Neurons were shown to display preferences, enhanced spiking, for certain amplitude and frequency
modulations (Woolley et al., 2005; Escabı´ and Schreiner, 2002), and it was suggested that such preferences
for specific modulations of individual vocalizations facilitate encoding of these behaviorally relevant sounds
(Woolley et al., 2005). Neurons might also display preferences to envelope correlations. Preferences to
specific stimulus correlations would be due to nonlinear response mechanisms. In the ICC, ∼ 40% of the
neurons were shown to display nonlinear response properties (Escabı´ and Schreiner, 2002), and different
nonlinear response types exist (Escabı´ and Schreiner, 2002; McAlpine, 2004; Escabı´ et al., 2005; Andoni
and Pollak, 2011).
Here, we investigated neural preferences to stimulus correlations which are also present in natural sounds, at
the single cell level. In order to assess in which frequency range the nonlinearities are dominant, correlation
preferences were analyzed separately for each frequency carrier of the presented sound. Linear and nonlinear
response properties of neurons are visualized with receptive fields that can capture those preferences in
response to a specific stimulus. Comparison of linear and nonlinear response properties can yield insight into
whether the nonlinearity is due to intrinsic processing, in which case the receptive field would be similar,
or, if it is already present in the input of the neuron, in which case the receptive field would be disparate.
Using first and second order reverse correlation, the linear and nonlinear receptive fields are computed and
compared with respect to spectrotemporal preferences.
The reverse correlation method is well suited for the derivation of nonlinear stimulus preferences since
it does not put any limit on the number of extracted stimulus features, as opposed to the also often used
maximally informative dimension method (Sharpee et al., 2004; Atencio et al., 2008; Sharpee et al., 2011).
Furthermore, the dynamic moving ripple stimulus meets the requirements for use with the reverse correlation
method. The modulation spectrum of the DMR is used for the reverse correlation analysis. Using the
envelope of the DMR sound allows studying the representation of amplitude modulations in the ICC.
Amplitude modulations are essential for recognition of complex sounds such as speech (Shannon et al.,
1995) and vocalizations. At the level of the ICC, frequencies (> 1 kHz) are not encoded due to the inability
of the neurons to follow the fast changes (Liu et al., 2006). The frequency carriers, the fine structure, which
were used for the DMR sound span a frequency range of 1-48 kHz.
In previous studies, the entire auditory sound waveform was considered for the reverse correlation analysis
(van Dijk et al., 1994; Yamada and Lewis, 1999) or for derived information theoretic approaches (Andoni and
Pollak, 2011). In the present work however, the reverse correlation method is applied to the spectrotemporal
envelope, individually for each frequency carrier. Nonlinear response properties to the envelope have
been observed in several processing stations of the auditory ascending pathways and become increasingly
complex and specialized as one progresses up the auditory hierarchy (Becker et al., 2003; Atencio et al.,
2008; Theunissen et al., 2000). However, it has not been investigated previously in which frequency range
these nonlinearities are contained. By computing the reverse correlation for each frequency carrier of the
DMR sound, it is possible to assess in which frequency range the nonlinearities are dominant and how these
frequencies relate to the best frequency of the neuron.
2
Material & Methods
Electrophysiology
Recordings were made from the ICC of anesthetized cats, in response to dynamic moving ripple sound
(DMR) sound, and isolation of single neuron responses was performed.
From five adult female cats recordings from the left ICC were taken. Following surgery, described in (Escabı´
and Schreiner, 2002; Rodriguez et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012b), the animal was kept anesthetized in a
nonreflexive state by continuous infusion of Ketamine and Diazepam. Throughout the experiment, heart
and breathing rate, temperature and reflexes were monitored and the infusion rate was adjusted accordingly.
Neural recordings were performed over a period of 24-72 h. The probes were first positioned on the surface of
the IC with a stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instruments) at an angle of 30◦ relative to the sagittal plane, orthogonal
to the frequency-band lamina (Schreiner and Langner, 1997), and successively inserted deeper into the ICC.
Acute 4-tetrode (16 channel) recording probes (two shanks with two tetrode sites on each, 150 µm spacing,
impedance 1.5-3.5 MΩ at 1 kHz, NeuroNexus Technologies) were used to record neuronal activity from the
ICC. Best frequencies span a range of 1.3-16.7 kHz. The experimental setup is described in detail in (Chen
et al., 2012a,b).
Dynamic moving ripple sound stimulus (DMR)
The dynamic moving ripple (DMR) sound stimulus was presented acoustically to the cats, dichotically, in
reverse order. At a fixed intensity of 80 dB SPL, a 10 min sequence of the DMR was played twice (20 min in
total), yielding two trials, A and B, of the recording.
The dynamic moving ripple stimulus sound contains amplitude and frequency modulations which are present
in natural sounds. Compared with natural sound, the synthetic DMR sound offers the advantage that it can
be parametrically manipulated, thus allowing for a systematic characterization of neuronal spectrotemporal
preferences. The DMR sound has been widely used (Atencio et al., 2008; Rodriguez et al., 2010). This
sound stimulus is described in detail in (Escabı´ and Schreiner, 2002).
In order to create the DMR sound, energy modulation in time and in frequency is applied to a bank of
sinusoidal (n= 659) carriers of frequency fk. The frequency carriers span a range between 0-5.8 octaves,
with a spectral resolution of 0.0085 octaves. The ripple density Ω(t) defines the number of spectral peaks
per octave at a time instant, and Fm(t) defines the instantaneous temporal modulation. These two values are
independent and vary slowly in time: Ω(t) varies within 0-4 cycles/octave with a maximum rate of change
of 3 Hz, and Fm(t) varies between 0-500 Hz at a maximum rate of 1.5 Hz. Within these parameter ranges
amplitudes are uniformly distributed in order to cover the stimulus space in a statistically unbiased manner.
The rates of change have been taken from observed rates for similar features in speech and vocalizations
(Greenberg, 1998; Escabı´ and Schreiner, 2002). The parameters vary at a slow rate compared with the
integration time of ICC neurons, which is about ∼10 ms (Chen et al., 2012b). The peak-to-peak amplitude of
the DMR was set to 30 dB since this produces robust responses for the vast majority of IC neurons (Escabı´
et al., 2003).
The formula of the DMR sound envelope is given by SDMR(Xk, t) =M/2 · sin(2piΩ(t)Xk+Φk), where M is
the modulation depth (M=30), Φk is the integrated modulation rate of Fm(t) andΩ(t), and Xk is the frequency
axis in octaves relative to the lowest stimulus frequency ( f0 = 1000 Hz). The acoustic waveform which was
played to the animals is obtained by adding all modulated sinusoidal frequency carriers with a randomly
chosen phase between 0-2pi , which creates a noise-like character that is necessary for the reverse correlation
analysis, and a modulating transformed form of the spectrotemporal envelope.
The reverse correlation method assumes the input to be white noise (Lee and Schetzen, 1965). However,
it has been shown that neurons in higher auditory areas in primates are not well driven by white noise or
simple stimuli (Rauschecker et al., 1995). The DMR fulfills requirements for use with the reverse correlation
methods, while containing the frequency and amplitude modulations and coherent modulations in the range
which is characteristic for vocalizations (Escabı´ and Schreiner, 2002; Theunissen et al., 2000). The local
envelope statistics of the DMR are dynamic, they continuously vary with time.
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Short-term correlations exist and have been evaluated for several envelope segment durations (Escabı´ and
Schreiner, 2002). The global (long-term) autocorrelation consists of an impulse-like central peak of width
3 ms and a quarter of an octave (Escabı´ and Schreiner, 2002). A narrow impulse-like character of the
autocorrelation is a prerequisite to use reverse correlation analysis for the derivation of receptive fields
(Eggermont, 1993; Theunissen et al., 2000). The DMR allows probing neural response preferences with the
reverse correlation method.
Data processing
Electrophysiological recordings were processed to yield single neuron responses. Neural responses were
recorded with a RX5 Pentusa Base station (Tucker-Davis Technologies) followed by offline analysis in
MATLAB (MathWorks Inc.). The continuous neural traces were digitally bandpass filtered (300-5000 Hz) and
were used to detect spikes exceeding 5 standard deviations of the spontaneous activity. The candidate action
potentials and spike waveforms were aligned and sorted using peak values and first principle components
with an automated clustering KlustaKwik software (Harris et al., 2000). The single neurons responses were
used for the reverse correlation analysis.
Reverse correlation: Spike-triggered average and covariance
Receptive fields can show e.g. the averaged spiking activity in response to stimulus frequencies, the neuron’s
corresponding delay and integration time (spectrotemporal receptive field) or the averaged spiking activity to
stimulus correlations (spike-triggered covariance).
Neural ICC responses were analyzed with respect to the second order Wiener kernel in order to test whether
they display preferences to these nonlinear stimulus interactions. The STA and STC receptive fields are
derived from the kernels of the Wiener expansion (Lee and Schetzen, 1965), an expansion of functionals
which approximates nonlinear systems (Marmarelis and Naka, 1972, 1974; Aertsen et al., 1981). It was
shown that the Wiener kernels up to the second order (Eq. 1) can be described by the following expressions
(Eq. 2), adapted from (van Dijk et al., 1994):
r(t)=k0+ k1+ k2 (1)
=〈y(t)〉+ 1
A
〈y(t) x(t− τ)〉+ 1
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x(t− τ1) x(t− τ2)− 1T
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0
x(t) x(t− τ)dt
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(4)
where N is the total number of spikes, T is the entire recording time, A is the power spectral density of the
stimulus, x(t) is the time-dependent input to the system, the stimulus, ti=1...N are spiking times, y(t) is the
temporal output of the system, the measured spike train, N0 = N/T is the average spike rate and τ, τ1 and τ2
are time delays from the interval [0,T ]. Spike occurrences at times ti are represented by δ -function pulses,
δ (t− ti), and the entire spike train is the sum of all δ -pulses.
The first term is the average system’s response. The second term is obtained by cross-correlating the stimulus
x(t) and the response y(t); the third term is obtained via a second-order cross-correlation of the stimulus
and spike-train (Eq. 2).From this expression, the terms in Eq. 3 are approximated due to finite recording
times. In the final expression (Eq. 4), the first term represents the average spike rate, the second term
the spike-triggered average, and the third term represents the spike-triggered covariance which captures
correlations within the stimulus that trigger the neuron to spike (Schetzen, 1980; Eggermont et al., 1983).
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Spectro-temporal receptive field
The spike-triggered average (STA) is obtained by averaging the temporal windows of the DMR sound
envelope that elicited a spike (Escabı´ and Schreiner, 2002). The STA for all frequency carriers fk corresponds
to the linear spectrotemporal receptive field (STRF). The STRF is the best linear model that transforms any
time-varying stimulus into a prediction of the firing rate of a neuron (Aertsen et al., 1981; Eggermont et al.,
1983). The STA in response to the envelope of the DMR sound stimulus is given by:
STA(fk) =
1
σ2DMRT
N
∑
i=1
SDMR( fk, ti− τ) (5)
with the normalizing variance of the envelope SDMR, σ2DMR = M
2/8, recording time (T = 600 s), and the
delay τ relative to the spike timing ti. This delay determines the temporal width of the window.
This receptive field is 2-dimensional, here, with a maximum time delay of 50 ms, of temporal resolution of
0.5 ms and a frequency range of 0-5.8 octaves, with 659 frequency channels fk, thus a fine spectral resolution
of 0.0085 octaves. The maximum temporal delay of 50 ms was chosen because integration and delay times
of ICC neurons are enclosed within this temporal window (Escabı´ and Schreiner, 2002; Langner et al., 1987).
The statistically significant portion of the STRF is obtained by keeping all values of the STRF that exceed 3
σ (1.6 σ ) of the control noise STRF (which was obtained by adding random sound waveform segments) and
setting all other values to zero (Escabı´ and Schreiner, 2002). The STRFs have excitatory and/or inhibitory
regions, which indicate respectively enhanced and suppressed spiking activity for these specific temporal
and spectral parameters.
For the STRF and for the STC-derivation, the full 20 min of recorded spiking activity and DMR sound
are used. The STRF is well suited to map linear response properties (Aertsen et al., 1981; Aertsen and
Johannesma, 1981; Theunissen et al., 2000; Klein et al., 2000). However, to describe nonlinear response
properties, the second order reverse correlation method, the spike-triggered covariance is necessary.
Spike-triggered covariance (STC)
Nonlinear neural response preferences can be investigated with the spike-triggered covariance (STC). The
expression for the spike-triggered covariance, derived in Eq. 4, specifically in response to the DMR sound
envelope and separately for each frequency channel f is given by:
STC(f)=
N0
2!A2
[
1
N
N
∑
i=1
SDMR( f , ti− τ1)SDMR( f , ti− τ2)− 1T
∫ T
0
SDMR( f , t)SDMR( f , t− τ)dt
]
(6)
The first covariance is computed from all stimulus segments preceding a spike, the second part is the
covariance of the stimulus.
The STC is obtained by comparing the variance of the entire stimulus distribution to the spike-eliciting
variance. The STC describes the average correlations within the stimulus that lead to an elicitation of a spike.
While the average spike rate and spectrotemporal receptive field are rather intuitive, the spike-triggered
covariance is not. In Figure 1, a schematic example for the spike-triggered covariance is shown. The
schematic displays an enhanced spike rate for stimulus correlations at time delays (τ1,τ2) = (15,5) ms
and (5,15) ms, thus at a relative delay of 10 ms. The spike rate is suppressed for stimulus correlations
between time delays (τ1,τ2) = (20,10) ms and (30,0) ms, respectively, (τ1,τ2) = (0,30) ms and (10,20) ms,
thus a maximum relative delay of 10 ms. In order to illustrate the relation of the preferred stimulus
correlations and the shape of the spike-triggered covariance, a schematic with three examples is given in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 1: Schematic example of spike-triggered covariance displaying excitatory (red) and inhibitory (blue) stimulus
correlations. The matrix is symmetric around the diagonal, and therefore, the additional half-matrix does not provide
further information, yet for better visualization the full matrix is displayed.
Correlations within the stimulus exist at (τ1,τ2) = (2,4) and (4,2), and enhanced energy is present at these
delay times in the outer product, which is derived from the stimulus (Fig. 2a). In the second example
(Fig. 2b), stimulus correlations are present at (τ1,τ2) = (1,4) and (4,1), and at (τ1,τ2) = (2,3) and (3,2), with
relative delays of 3 and 1 bins. These preferences give rise to an enhanced energy along the orthodiagonal.
In the third example (Fig. 2c), three different stimulus correlations which occur at different times τ but all
have the same relative delay of 1 bin are present. These stimulus correlations give rise to enhanced energy
along the paradiagonals, which are 1 bin away from the diagonal. For a larger relative delay, e.g. 5 bins, the
paradiagonals will be 5 bins away from the diagonal. These shapes in the third example (at a distance of 0.5-
1.5 ms from the diagonal) were found previously in the auditory nerve when computing the spike-triggered
covariance in response to white noise (Lewis et al., 2002a). We interpret the pattern of paradiagonals to
represent a neuronal response component that is phase-locked to the square of the envelope of a filtered
version of the stimulus waveform, or resulting from a quadrature pair of eigenvectors.
Unlike prior work in the auditory nerve, the STC derived in this work is obtained from the DMR sound
envelope and calculated separately for each frequency channel fc. This approach allows identifying dominant
nonlinearities across frequency channels.
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Figure 2: Relation of stimulus correlations and STC shape. Three examples of preferences to different stimulus
correlations (left) and the derived outer products (right) are given a), b) and c). Diagonals which correspond to zero
delay have been subtracted in the outer products. Time units are arbitrary.
Derivation STC
The STC is obtained from the second order Wiener kernel (Eq. 6). For each frequency channel fc, the
covariance matrix which is obtained from the whole stimulus Cint( fc), is subtracted from the averaged outer
product that is computed only from stimulus segments preceding spikes, STCs(fc),
STC(f) = STCs(fc)−Cint(fc) (7)
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STCs can be computed via:
STCs(fk) =
N
T
1
2(m
2
db
8 )
2
N
∑
i=1
mdb
1
N
(
S( fk, ti− τ)−mdb2
)
⊗
(
S( fk, ti− τ)′−mdb2
)
(8)
with fc = f, SDMR = S. The difference between a covariance and outer product is that for the covariance, for
each (τ1,τ2)-combination the mean of each segments is subtracted before multiplication, whereas for the
outer product it is not. The outer product can be used for the spike-triggered covariance analysis (Yamada
and Lewis, 1999). The outer product is computed for each temporal DMR envelope segment of length
τ which elicited a spike at time ti=1...N , and averaged across all N obtained matrices, for each frequency
channel, schematically shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Schematic derivation of spike-triggered correlation matrix STCs. a) The top shows the first 500 ms of a single
spike train obtained from recording while the DMR sound with the amplitude modulation spectrum shown in b) was
presented. When a spike occurred, an immediately preceding time window of τ=50 ms was taken from the spectrum
for a single frequency carrier f . c) From this vector the outer product was computed, respectively for each segment
preceding a spike. d) The spike-triggered correlation matrix for f is the average of all N obtained outer products.
The number of spikes N varied from neuron to neuron, but was always higher or of the order of 103, and the
maximum time delay for each segment (τ =50 ms) was the same as for the STA. The frequency resolution
is ∆f =0.017 oct, with L =220 frequency channels fc. It is adjusted to sample densely (20×) within the
average ICC STRF bandwidth which is 1/3 octave. Each stimulus segment is multiplied by the mean intensity
mdb=30 dB, and centered. The N obtained outer products are averaged. This averaged outer product is
normalized by the mean firing rate NT = N0, with the total recording time T=600 s, and with the squared
standard deviation of the DMR sound σ2 = mdb
2
8 (Escabı´ and Schreiner, 2002). The so obtained matrices
STCs from both trials A and B of the recording are averaged. Figure 4a displays an example.
In order to obtain the correlation matrix which is only due to stimulus correlations that elicit a spike, the
intrinsic stimulus correlations of the DMR envelope have to be removed. This is achieved by subtracting the
average outer product of the whole DMR stimulus from STCs (Eq. 7). The DMR sound displays no global
correlations, however, it displays short-term correlations. This has an effect on the computed spike-triggered
outer product, see Fig. 4a. Several paradiagonals of fading intensity with increasing distance from the
diagonal are visible. The effect of these short-term correlations becomes dominant for neurons which are
highly feature selective (FS). For these neurons which fire almost exclusively in response to a specific
combination of a temporal and spectral modulation, the local stimulus correlations captured in STCs are
predominant. They are not subtracted by the global mean, which is obtained by randomly selecting segments
from the stimulus and averaging their outer products. To account for these local correlations, the spike times
were added random temporal jitter from a range of -12,5 ms to 12,5 ms, because short-term correlations are
still present within this range, however, envelope phase-locking is lifted.
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Figure 4: The a) spike-triggered averaged outer product STCs; the b) outer product obtained with jittered spike times
Cint; and the resultant c) spike-triggered covariance STC; computed for one frequency channel of one neuron.
The matrix describing the correlations of the stimulus Cint is expressed by a similar formula as the one
for STCs, with the difference that the spike times have been added temporal jitter from a confined range,
tsi = ti+ ri, ri ∈ [−12.5;12.5]ms,
Cint(f) =
N
T
1
2(m
2
db
8 )
2
N
∑
i=1
mdb
(
S( f , tsi− τ)−mdb2
)
⊗
(
S( f , tsi− τ)−mdb2
)
(9)
The average outer product was computed from the DMR envelope for these jittered spike times and
the obtained correlation matrix was subtracted from the spike-triggered correlation matrix STCs. The
outer product for which temporal jitter has been added to the spike-times, Cint, is shown in Fig. 4b. The
paradiagonals are also visible here and the intensity range is the same as for the spike-triggered correlation
matrix in Fig. 4a. The only perceivable differences are the light orthodiagonals at around 20 ms in the
spike-triggered correlation matrix.
Removing the intrinsic stimulus correlations from the spike-triggered outer matrix exposes the correlations
which trigger the spiking of the neuron. The resultant correlation matrix is displayed in Fig. 4c. This is the
spike-triggered covariance, STC, analyzed in this paper. The paradiagonals due to short-term correlations
are not perceivable anymore, but the previously light orthodiagonal is very pronounced. The intensity of this
difference matrix is more than one order smaller than that of the two matrices in Fig. 4a,b.
Regularized STC
The significant noise-free STC(fc) for each frequency channel is obtained by summing the outer products of
the significant singular vectors which are weighted by their singular values.
Figure 5: Reconstructed STC for a neuron and frequency channel (for which the singular value distribution is displayed
in Fig. 6); original STC (a); reconstructed STC, using all 5 significant vectors (b).
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The regularized spike-triggered covariance STCR for an STC with n significant singular values λj=1...n of
sign p and singular vectors
−→
S j=1...n is given by (Lewis et al., 2002b):
STCR =
n
∑
j=1
pj ·λj ·−→S j⊗−→S ′j (10)
The original and regularized STCs for one neuron and frequency channel are displayed in Fig. 5.
Spectrotemporal representation of STC
In order to enable comparing the energy in significant STCs to that in the linear STRF, the STA, a ‘STRF-like’
representation is proposed. For each frequency channel, the time-dependent highest significant singular value
are plotted. If no significant values were found for this frequency channel, the vector equals a zero-vector.
This yields a matrix of energy values in dependance of the frequency channel and the time delay; the
representation is of the same dimensions as the linear STRF. The neuron’s filtering properties are also
indicated by the STRF; neurons that display interleaved patterns of excitatory and inhibitory subfields in their
STRFs generally have bandpass response characteristics. If such interleaved patterns are absent, the neurons
generally have lowpass response characteristics. Neurons which are not phase-locking to the envelope, no
statistically significant STRF can be derived because responses to different spectrotemporal features average
out.
Significance testing of spike-triggered covariance
Significance was assessed using Student’s t-test for normal distributions, and the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
test for comparison of non-normal distributions (significance level α =0.05); the p-value is given.
In order to determine if the computed STC matrix of stimulus correlations was indicative of neuronal
preferences, to test if it was statistically significant above noise, significance testing was performed. Singular
value decomposition of the STC matrices for each frequency channel is carried out, and yields distributions
of singular values (SV). To estimate the noise level from the recorded data the following is performed,
bootstrapping: an STC is computed using Eq. 7 from randomly chosen 1 min-long segments of the 10 min
spike-train recording. From this matrix STCboot, the singular values and vectors are derived, and averaged
for both trial sets A and B. This procedure is repeated 100 times for different segments, and the mean and
standard deviation of these 10 singular value distributions were taken. This yields an estimate of the noise
level, the estimated error with a standard deviation. The singular values of STC and STCboot (noise) are
ordered according to decreasing value. The distributions of singular values from the STC and the estimated
noise, for one frequency channel (f = 2.6 oct) of a neuron are given in Fig. 6. The spike-triggered covariance
is considered significant if its singular values exceed the noise by at least Θ = 1.6 σ standard deviations
(p=0.05).
Figure 6: Significance testing. Ordered distribution of singular values which are derived from the STC (Fig. 4a) for the
frequency carrier f = 2.6 oct. Values (•) exceeding the estimated noise level (•) by at least Θ= 1.6 σ (p=0.05) standard
deviations are considered significant.
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The significant vectors and their corresponding values were used to reconstruct a STC for which the noise is
removed, STCR, Eq. 10. We estimated significant STCs if they displayed at least one significant singular
vector. The analysis has additionally been performed using a higer threshold, Θ= 3 σ (p=0.001). Unless
stated otherwise, only significant STCs are further analyzed in this work.
Results
The described analysis was applied to n=178 single neurons. Significant singular values (SV) and thus
significant STCs for at least one frequency channel were found in n=132 neurons (75%). These are further
described in the following. For an elevated threshold of Θ= 3 σ when testing for significance, n=102 (57%)
displayed significant STC.
Significant values across frequencies
The values and the total number of singular values (SV) derived from the STCs varied across frequency
channels. In Fig. 7, the distribution of significant singular values across all 220 frequency channels is shown
for three neurons as an example. In most cases, the highest significant singular values and also the largest
quantity of singular values were obtained from STCs at and around the best frequency. STCs of other
frequency channels still yielded significant values, but of smaller magnitude and quantity (Fig. 7a). For
some neurons, only the STC of one frequency channel, which was at or close to the best frequency, yielded
significant values (Fig. 7b). In a few cases, only a few significant values were found, at the best frequency,
but also at frequency channels more than one octave away (Fig. 7c).
Figure 7: Distribution of significant singular values across frequency channels. The distributions of three different
neurons a), b) and c) are given (Θ= 1.6 σ , p=0.05). The blue dashed line is a guide to the eye. The bar histogram on
top of each graph shows the relative number of significant values for each frequency channel.
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In most cases, the highest singular values and often the largest quantity of SVs was found for the STC at the
best frequency (BF) channel. For 92 neurons out of 132, the best frequency yields the highest singular value,
and for 97% of the neurons, the frequency channel with the highest singular value and the best frequency
differ by less than half an octave (Θ= 1.6 σ , p= 0.05). The dominant STCs are at the best frequency, and
the magnitude of the singular values generally falls off symmetrically to both frequency sides of the BF.
The width of the coherent, gap-less frequency range around the best frequency which displays significant
singular values was computed for each neuron. This absolute spectral width is small for example for the
neuron described in Fig. 7c. For 84% of the neurons, this coherent bandwidth around the BF equals or is less
than 2/3 of an octave, see Fig. 8. The singular values differ across frequency channels, as do the STCs from
which they were derived. These differ not merely in magnitude but in their shape.
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.50
5
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15
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BW STC  [oct]
# 
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Figure 8: Distribution of significant STC bandwidth BWSTC. Coherent spectral bandwidth for which for which the
STCs are significant, for all neurons. The width of this coherent frequency range around the best frequencylies within
2/3 octave for most of the neurons (Θ= 1.6 σ , p=0.05).
Significant STCs
STCs vary across frequency channels and across neurons (Fig. 9). Figures 9a,e show representative STCs
with orthodiagonals at the best frequency. Stimulus correlations with maximum delays of 30 ms elicit
enhanced spiking activity. The stimulus correlations follow an excitatory-inhibitory pattern (Fig. 9a) or
an inhibitory-excitatory-inhibitory (Fig. 9e) pattern. However, STCs which display neuronal preferences
for stimulus correlations with a constant time delay at around 10 ms are representative mostly for STCs
off the best frequency (Fig. 9b). The displayed STC shows a temporal series of inhibitory and excitatory
stimulus correlations with a constant delay. When averaging the STCs across all frequency channels, these
stimulus correlations are dominant (Fig. 9c,g), and are in some cases also pronounced when only considering
significant STCs (Fig. 9d) but also averaged out in other cases (Fig. 9h). The reconstructed STC from all
frequency channels of Neuron 3 (Fig. 9l) displays preferences for stimulus correlations with constant delay
and suppressive spiking activity for constant delay correlations of 10 ms.
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Figure 9: Examples of spike-triggered covariances for three neurons. Neuron 1 (a-d), Neuron 2 (e-h), Neuron 3 (i-l).
For each neuron, the spike-triggered covariance at the best frequency (a, e, i) and at a frequency channel more than
one octave away (b, f, j) are displayed. The averaged STCs across all frequency channels are given, the ‘Full STC’
(c, g, k) and its regularized STC, which is constructed only from significant STCs, the ‘Regularized STC’ (d, h, l). For
all Θ= 3 σ , (p=0.05), except for h), Θ= 1.6 σ (p=0.001).
In some cases, STCs do not show a pronounced pattern, but yield significant singular values (Fig. 9f,i,j). In
order to investigate whether significant STCs can be predicted by other descriptions of the neurons, these
were compared to the emergence of significant STCs. For three neurons, the spike-triggered covariances at
the best frequency are displayed together with their significant STRFs, the derived ripple transfer functions
(RTF) and conditioned response histograms (CRH) in Fig. 10.
The CRH counts the occurrences of spikes to a particular parameter combination. The RTF also shows
preferences for parameter combinations, however, it is derived from the linear STRF, and might not show the
full preference spectrum of the neuron, since the STRF could be averaging out preferences. A large deviation
between the CRH and RTF could indicate nonlinear response properties. Significant STCs occurred for
neurons that showed a large overlap of RTF and CRH (Neuron 1, Fig. 10d,g,j), but also for neurons for
which the overlap was not very good (Neuron 2, Fig. 10e,h,k). In the example of Neuron 2, the CRH is
diffuse and shows no preference, the RTF, however, does show bandpass tuning in the temporal domain
and lowpass tuning in the spectral domain. These were the two cases, for which mostly significant STCs
were encountered: good overlap of RTF and CRH, or no good overlap due to a diffuse CRH. For neurons
which yielded no significant STC, the RTF and CRH usually showed no overlap, either they showed a
complementary behavior with no overlap in the parameter space (Neuron 3, Fig. 10f,i,l), or the CRH was
diffuse.
Comparison of significant linear STRF and STC
We showed that dominant frequency regions are very similar for the linear STRF and the STC. To test
whether this is also true for energy in the temporal domain, the linear STRFs are compared to the temporal
representation of the STC in each frequency channel. For the comparison we use a spectrotemporal
representation of the STC, the ‘STRF-like’ representation. Examples for two neurons are given in Fig. 11.
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Figure 10: Comparison of STC to other descriptors of neuronal preferences. For Neuron 1, 2 and 3, the significant linear
spectrotemporal receptive field STRF (a-c), the spike-triggered covariance STC at BF (d-f), the ripple transfer function
RTF (g-i) and the conditioned response histogram CRH (j-l) are displayed (Θ= 3 σ , p=0.001).
For Neuron 1 the STRF displays a broad bandwidth and an excitatory-inhibitory temporal energy pattern
with a delay time of about 10 ms (Fig. 11a). The bandwidth of the STC is smaller and contained within
the bandwidth of the STRF. In the spectrotemporal representation of the STC, several significant vectors
around the BF display energy with an excitatory-inhibitory-excitatory temporal pattern centered also at
a delay of 10 ms (Fig. 11b). Thus, the tuning is opposite in these two receptive fields, and the nonlinear
contribution captured by the STC could be modulatory as proposed previously for auditory neurons in the
midbrain of songbirds (Schneider and Woolley, 2011). In the second example only one significant vector
is present, which is located at the best frequency. Neuron 2 shows an excitatory region at about 12.5 ms
delay (Fig. 11c). The singular vector of the STC displays an inhibitory-excitatory temporal pattern with an
excitatory region at a delay time of 20 ms (Fig. 11d). Thus, also in this case, the temporal modulations do
not coincide, but are shifted. The linear STRF and STRF-like representation of the STC show enhanced
(excitatory and suppressive) energy in similar spectral and temporal regions.
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Figure 11: Comparison of energy in significant linear STRFs and STCs. The significant linear STRF is compared
to the first significant vectors of each frequency channel using a ‘STRF-like’ representation, for Neuron 1 (a,b), with
highlighted best frequency channel BF, and Neuron 2 (c,d), Θ= 3 σ , p=0.001).
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Figure 12: Comparison of temporal course of significant STRF and of first (and second) significant singular vectors
(SV) for the two neurons displayed in Fig 11. a) Neuron 1: temporal courses of linear STRF and first significant vector,
at the best frequency. This corresponds to the highlighted area in Fig. 11a,b ; b) Neuron 1: temporal courses of linear
STRF and first and second significant vector, at a frequency channel near the best frequency; c) Neuron 2: temporal
courses of significant STRF and first and second significant vector, at best frequency. Neuron 2 only displays significant
values at the best frequency.
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Significant singular vectors and the temporal courses of the corresponding frequency channels in the linear
STRF are shown in Fig. 12. The opposing tuning of the temporal course of the STRF at the best frequency
and of the first significant vector is shown in Fig. 12a. For a neighboring frequency the tuning is very similar;
the second significant vector is shifted by a few milliseconds relative to the first one (Fig. 12b). In the
example of Neuron 2, the second significant vector coincides temporally with the excitatory region of the
linear STRF.
Figure 13: Temporal tuning of linear STRF and first singular vector of STC at the best frequency, across all neurons.
a) scatter plot of delay times from STRF τSTRF, and from STC,τSTC, with first extremum either a minimum (•) or a
maximum (•); b) width in temporal tuning of STC vs. neuron’s best temporal modulation frequency (TMF).
The relationship between the delay time, as determined from the linear STRF and the delay of the first
extremum (either minimum or maximum value) of the first significant singular vector at the best frequency
is displayed for all neurons in Fig. 13a. No significant differences exist for whether the first extrema were
minima or maxima. For 47% of the neurons these two delays matched (difference < 1.1 ms), for both,
mimima and maxima, hence the tuning of the singular vector was the same or opposite to the STRF. For
almost all other neurons, the delay of the STC was higher than that for the respective STRF, with differences
ranging mostly between 5 and 30 ms. This was true for STCs with same and opposite tuning. For a small
percentage of the neurons (10 %), delay times of the STC were smaller than the ones found with the linear
STRF by about 5 ms.
Figure 14: Measure of nonlinearity in relation to the phase-locking (PLI) and feature-selectivity index (FSI), for all
neurons. The scatter plots show the highest singular value at the best frequency against a) the PLI; b) FSI.
To further investigate temporal tuning, the temporal width between extremes in the temporal course of the
singular vectors was compared to the best temporal modulation frequency of the neuron (TMF) , Fig. 13b.
There is a tendency of larger temporal widths corresponding to low TMFs, and vice versa. Previous
studies have suggested that nonlinear receptive fields might contribute to an increase of the neuron’s feature
selectivity (Vinje and Gallant, 2002). The highest significant value at the best frequency was taken as a
measure in order to quantify the nonlinear processing of a neuron.
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This measure was compared against the degree of phase-locking, using the neuron’s phase-locking index
(PLI), see Fig. 14a, and against the feature-selectivity index (FSI), Fig. 14b. Between the phase-locking
index and the degree of nonlinear responses no clear relationship is visible. A tendency of higher singular
values corresponding to low feature selectivity, and vice versa is visible.
Discussion
We demonstrated that more than half of the neurons (even 75% for σ =1.6) in the mammalian ICC show
significant preferences to stimulus correlations. Preferences to envelope correlations in the ICC were
probed using the spike-triggered covariance in response to the dynamic moving ripple sound stimulus. The
spike-triggered covariance method was used for detecting nonlinear response properties, because it allows
capturing all relevant stimulus features.
The nonlinear preferences vary across neurons and across frequency channels. The STC shapes are as
diverse and rich as the linear STRFs. A nonlinearity present in more than half of the neurons was found for
stimulus correlations with maximum time delays of about 30 ms. Dominant nonlinear response properties
are almost exclusively present at the best frequency of the neuron, and comparing the significant linear STRF
and the first significant vectors of the covariance reveals a large spectral overlap, but also reveals shifted
temporal courses. About half of the neurons displayed the same tuning pattern and the other half displayed
opposite tuning pattern. Same tuning could enhance the response and the opposite contribute to further
tuning. The nonlinear contribution from the STC could be modulatory as proposed previously for auditory
neurons in the midbrain of songbirds (Schneider and Woolley, 2011).
It has been suggested previously that the processing of ICC neurons are well described by a linear receptive
field (Atencio et al., 2012), however, another study suggested that ICC neurons are tuned to multiple
(also nonlinear) features (Andoni and Pollak, 2011). Our findings are supported by the work of Andoni
and Pollak (Andoni and Pollak, 2011). In an information-theoretic approach, they showed that the most
informative features were selective for the spectral motion of frequency modulation sweeps and suggest that
two mechanisms exist which induce this selectivity, and which apply respectively to half of the neurons.
These mechanisms were proposed earlier for neurons in the visual system (Adelson and Bergen, 1985).
The first mechanism for the processing of neurons consists of two linear filters with a quadratic phase shift
whose output is squared and summed. In the second proposed mechanism neurons are tuned for opposing
directions, which either increase or suppress the spiking activity. This mechanism consists of two linear
filters with opposite orientations and a spiking response which corresponds to the difference between their
squared output (Adelson and Bergen, 1985). This is in agreement with our findings and further supports that
neurons are tuned to multiple spectrotemporal features and that selectivity for natural communication calls
can already be observed at the level of the inferior colliculus.
The found nonlinearities could be already present in the input to the ICC or they could originate from
nonlinear processing of ICC neurons. Nonlinearities of the neural response which originate in previous
auditory structures and are present in the input to the ICC, such as the cochlear rectification or cochlear
distortions (McAlpine, 2004) have been found. Nonlinear response mechanisms might exist that are intrinsic
processing properties, originating in the ICC, such as spike generating nonlinearities (Escabı´ et al., 2005),
feedback kernels (Calabrese et al., 2011) or the suggested neural selectivity for single calls (Portfors et
al., 2009). We argue that if the nonlinearities came from different stations preceding the ICC, then they
would show no correlation with the neuron’s linear response. If, on the other hand the nonlinearity results
from the neuron’s own processing, the linear and nonlinear responses likely display similarities. We
demonstrated the spectral overlap between the linear and nonlinear responses for the majority of neurons
which displayed significant nonlinearities. We showed, respectively for half of the neurons, either same
and modulatory temporal tuning for the linear and nonlinear responses. Thus an important part of the non-
linearities do originate in the ICC and further studies of these will reveal more aspects of their sound encoding.
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Furthermore, no correlation was found between the degree of nonlinearity as assessed by the singular values’
magnitude, and the phase-locking or feature-selectivity index. Nonlinear response properties were not linked
to the match of the RTF and CRH, or to any particular type of linear STRF. Thus, the found nonlinearities do
not seem to be linked to a specific type of neuron but inherent to ICC neurons with very diverse filtering
characteristics.
In contrast to previous studies which used the entire waveform or stimulus envelope, in the present
study, the amplitude spectrum for each frequency carrier of the sound stimulus were used to compute the
spike-triggered covariance. This allows identifying variations of nonlinear responses across frequencies and
to compare the STC’s temporal tuning to that of the spectrotemporal receptive field.
This unique approach to frequency carrier specific probing of nonlinear response properties can be extended
to inter-frequency stimulus correlations to investigate preferences of stimulus correlations from different
frequency carriers. Earlier studies have indicated nonlinear interactions between different sound frequencies
using simple stimuli (Pienkowski and Eggermont, 2010).
Non-classical receptive fields have been suggested to exist in the ICC (Schneider and Woolley, 2011) using
spectrotemporal receptive fields. In the present work nonlinear response properties were derived from the
neural response using the spike-triggered covariance. In contrast to findings in the visual system for which
the complex receptive field displaying nonlinear summation properties lies outside the classical receptive
field (Hubel and Wiesel, 1963; Allman et al., 1985a,b), in this work it was shown, that at least in the spectral
dimension these two receptive fields coincide.
In the temporal dimension, we found that about 50% of the neurons displayed shifted and same tuning
pattern and the other half displayed opposite tuning pattern. This indicates that modulatory responses exist
in the ICC, as suggested for the visual system (Allman et al., 1985a,b); natural sensory stimulation of the
nonclassical receptive field increases selectivity and decorrelates the responses of neurons, thus increasing
sparseness and information transmission (Vinje and Gallant, 2002). The classical and nonclassical receptive
fields might act together as a single processing unit, optimized for natural sound stimuli.
The presented findings might differ from neural processing in awake animals, as the recordings were taken
from animals that were put under anesthesia which might change inhibitory mechanisms that would affect
the nature of the receptive fields and the nonlinearities (Atencio et al., 2012). Here, we investigated neural
responses specifically to the stimulus amplitude spectrum, which is crucial for speech recognition. In a
further experiment, it would be interesting to investigate whether neuronal sensitivity to the fine structure
is present in the ICC and it might be more pronounced than demonstrated for the auditory cortex since
temporal resolution is higher in the ICC than in the cortex (Atencio et al., 2012).
In order to probe neural encoding of natural sound, our presented method can be employed to study
whether single neuron’s responsiveness to vocalizations can be directly linked to preferences found with the
STRF and within the STC to corresponding stimulus correlations. Whether neural preferences to stimulus
correlations that are found in a vocalization correspond to a reliable representation of that vocalization by a
single neuron can be investigated via neural discrimination. For prediction models that include the linear
and nonlinear neural preferences, the spike-triggered method is beneficial, since it provides not only the
estimate of the preferred stimulus feature, but also the nonlinear gain function which describes how spiking
probability changes as a function of the similarity between the presented stimuli and the optimal stimulus
feature (Sharpee et al., 2011).
Using the dynamic moving ripple sound amplitude spectrum for the analysis, it could be shown that
dominant nonlinearities were found at the best frequency of the neuron. Previous studies showed a good
match between the averaged linear STRF for the whole waveform and the highest significant singular vector
of the STC (Lewis et al., 2002b). In this work, not only similar temporal courses of the linear STRF and
STC were found, but also opposing tuning. Lying within the STRF, the linear receptive field, these nonlinear
responses may form a processing unit and have modulatory effects as suggested for neurons in the songbird
(Schneider and Woolley, 2011).
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In this work, single neurons were probed for preferences to stimulus envelope correlations and these nonlinear
properties were compared to linear spectrotemporal preferences. We find that more than half of ICC neurons
examined display significant nonlinear response properties generally accompanied by a linear response
component. The greatest nonlinearities are found at frequencies near the best frequency that drives the
maximal linear response. This suggests a high degree of overlap between the linear and nonlinear receptive
field components. In addition, the nonlinear response components have either the same or opposite temporal
receptive field pattern as the linear response components. This study indicates that the nonlinearities are
a general property of many ICC neurons. Significantly, it supports the notion that non-linear and linear
responses are not due to distinct frequency sensitivities (e.g., harmonic) but instead have similar frequency-
dependence. This could emerge from ascending auditory pathways known to process different sound features
and to converge onto a common frequency-lamina within ICC.
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